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5

Abstract6

In this paper, an unconstrained quadratic programming problem with uncertain parameters is7

discussed. For this purpose, the basic idea of optimizing the unconstrained quadratic8

programming problem is introduced. The solution method of solving linear equations could be9

applied to obtain the optimal solution for this kind of problem. Later, the theoretical work on10

the optimization of the unconstrained quadratic programming problem is presented. By this,11

the model parameters, which are unknown values, are considered. In this uncertain situation,12

it is assumed that these parameters are normally distributed; then, the simulation on these13

uncertain parameters are performed, so the quadratic programming problem without14

constraints could be solved iteratively by using the gradient-based optimization approach. For15

illustration, an example of this problem is studied. The computation procedure is expressed,16

and the result obtained shows the optimal solution in the uncertain environment. In17

conclusion, the unconstrained quadratic programming problem, which has uncertain18

parameters, could be solved successfully.19

20

Index terms— quadratic programming, gradient approach, uncertain parameters, risk simulator, the system21
of linear equations22

1 Introduction23

n nonlinear optimization, quadratic programming is the most simple optimization problem, and its applications24
have been widely studied [1], which are ranged from engineering [2,3,4] to business ??5, ??, ??]. For allocating25
resources, the quadratic programming problem, which has an objective function in the quadratic form and26
subject to a set of constraints, is employed. Consequently, a quantitative decision could be made by referring27
to the optimal solution obtained from solving the quadratic programming problem, especially with the fuzzy28
parameters [8, 9, 10]. Also, the computational techniques for solving the quadratic programming problem under29
the probabilistic environment ??11] and the related robust solution ??12] are actively studied.30

By the use of quadratic programming, this paper aims to discuss the uncertain parameters, which are31
presented in quadratic programming problem without constraints. In doing so, a general unconstrained quadratic32
programming problem [13, 14, 15, 16] is considered, and the analytical solution is discussed. In the uncertain33
parameters, the analytical solution does not exist unless an assumption of knowing these uncertain parameters is34
made. Hence, the quadratic programming problem could be handled practically, where the uncertain parameters35
are assumed to be normally distributed. On this basis, the simulation [17] is performed on the uncertain36
parameters to give a possible optimal solution to the quadratic programming problem.37

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the unconstrained quadratic programming problem is described38
in general, and the analytical solution is provided. In Section 3, the presence of the uncertain parameters in39
the quadratic programming problem is taken into consideration. These parameters are assumed from the normal40
distribution, and the simulation is made to identify these parameters. The solution procedure is then summarized.41
In Section 4, an illustrative example is further discussed. Finally, a concluding remark is made.42
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10 CASE 2:

2 II.43

3 Problem Statement44

Consider a general unconstrained quadratic programming problem [13, 14], given by Minimize T T ( )f c = + +45
x x Ax b x (1)46

where n ?? x is an n-vector of decision variables, (3) Note that (3) is a system of linear equations, and its47
solution can be obtained from1 ? = ? x A b .(4)48

However, the analytical solution given by (4) would not exist if the parameters A, b, and c are unknown and49
incomplete information. From this point of view, a computational procedure is required to handle these uncertain50
parameters, so the unconstrained quadratic programming could be solved in practice.51

4 III. Optimization Modelling Approach52

Now, assume that the uncertain parameters are normally distributed, where mean and covariance are known53
necessarily ??17, ??8, ??9]. Therefore, a simulation procedure is properly performed in handling these uncertain54
parameters. It is followed by using any optimization gradient techniques to solve the unconstrained quadratic55
programming problem for the possible optimal solution.56

5 b) Calculation Solution Procedure57

After the simulation is carried out to the uncertain parameters, the unconstrained quadratic programming58
problem is solved by using the optimization gradient approach [13, 15], which is given by( 1) ( ) ( ) k k k k59
f ? + = + ?? x x(9)60

where k ? represents the step size at the iteration number k, calculated from( ) ( ) arg min ( ( )) k k k f f ? ?61
= + ?? x x(10)62

and( ) ( ) ( ) k k f f ? = ? x (11)63
is the gradient function at( ) k64
x , that is,( ) ( ) ( ) k k f ? = + x Ax b . (12)65
From the discussion above, the calculation procedure for solving the unconstrained quadratic programming66

problem, where uncertain parameters exist, is summarized as follows.67

6 Algorithm 168

Step 1 Simulate the uncertain parameters ij a and i b , respectively, from (7) and (8).69
Step 2 Calculate the gradient from (12).70
Step 3 Compute the parameter k ? from (10).71
Step 4 Obtain the optimal solution72

7 Remark73

The optimal solution to the unconstrained quadratic programming problem would be different for each simulation74
cycle. Hence, the simulation values for the decision variable are determined by solving the unconstrained quadratic75
problem. For this reason, the possible optimal solution shall be preferred in this situation.76

IV.77

8 Illustrative Example78

Consider a quadratic programming problem with no constraint ??14, ??6] given by Minimize1 2 3 ( , , ) f x x x79
2 2 2 1 2 3 5 7 3 2 2 x x x = + + 1 2 1 3 3 x x x x + + 2 3 2x x + 1 2 3 4 9 8 10 x x x + + + + (13)80

This problem is solved by using the risk simulator software ??18, ??9, ??0]. With the complete information81
of the matrix A and the vector b, the optimal solution is T (0.0, 1.0, 1.0) ? ?82

, and the objective function has a minimum value of 1.50.83
For the uncertain situation, two cases are further investigated. In Case 1, only the matrix A is assumed to84

have an uncertain value of entries, while in Case 2, both matrix A and vector b are assumed to have uncertain85
entries. The number of simulation trials is set to 500, and the number of optimization runs is set to 20.86

9 Case 1:87

Assume that the parameters in matrix A have mean and standard deviation given by 1 and Table 2 The graphical88
result for the objective function ? is shown in Fig. ??, while the simulation values for decision variables X 1 , X89
2 , and X 3 are shown in Figs. ??, 3, and 4, respectively. Notice that the figures’ bars represent the respective90
simulation values, and the lines show the relative cumulative distribution values.91

10 Case 2:92

To observe the possible results that might be obtained under the uncertainty, consider the entries of the matrix93
A has mean and covariance as given in (14), and assume the entries of the vector b is normally distributed with94
mean and variance given by4 9 8 b m ? ? ? ? = ? ? ? ? ? ? and 0.4 0.9 0.8 b ? ? ? ? ? = ? ? ? ? ? ? . (15)95
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Table 3 and Table 4 show the simulation results for the decision variables and the objective function,96
respectively. The graphical result of the objective function and the simulation values for the decision variables X97
1 , X 2 , and X 3 are shown in Figs. 5, Therefore, assuming the uncertain parameters are normally distributed98
and applying the simulation procedure, the unconstrained quadratic programming problem could be solved in99
advance. The possible optimal solution obtained mainly depends on the simulation performed to the uncertain100
parameters and the gradient approach used.101

V.102

11 Concluding Remarks103

This paper has discussed the unconstrained quadratic programming problem with the presence of uncertain104
parameters. It is assumed that these parameters are normally distributed, and their values are determined105
from the simulation process. Accordingly, the unconstrained quadratic programming problem is solved by using106
the optimization gradient approach. The resulted simulation values of decision values are identified to obtain107
the possible optimal solution to the problem. In conclusion, the computation procedure used could handle the108
uncertain quadratic programming problem practically. For future research direction, it is recommended to cover109
the constraints, both for equality and inequality constraints, in solving the quadratic programming problems.
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Figure 3:
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Figure 6: Fig. 5 :
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1

Case 1
Decision Vari-
able

Initial Value Final Value Mean Value

1 x -0.00105 0.00068 0.000277
2 x -1.00107 -1.01098 -1.00118
3 x -0.99732 -0.99795 -0.99865

Figure 9: Table 1 :

2

Case 1
Objective
Function

Initial value Final Value Iteration
Numbers

? 1.46040 1.46006 6

Figure 10: Table 2 :

3

Case 2
Decision Vari-
able

Initial Value Final Value Mean Value

1 x -0.01137 -0.00226 -0.0019
2 x -1.00806 -0.99402 -1.00016
3 x -0.97891 -0.98902 -0.99607

Figure 11: Table 3 :

4

Case 2
Objective Function Initial value Final Value Iteration

Numbers
f 1.63204 1.63127 9

Figure 12: Table 4 :
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